We present the general behavior of the scalar sector in a Three Higgs Doublet Model (3HDM) with a Z 5 flavor symmetry. There are regions of the parameters space where it is possible to get a SM-like Higgs boson with the other Higgs bosons being heavier, thus decoupled from the SM, and without relevant contributions to any flavor observables. There are however other more interesting regions of parameter space with a light charged Higgs (m H ± ∼ 150 GeV) that are consistent with experimental results and whose phenomenological consequences could be interesting. We present a numerical analysis of the main B-physics constraints and show that the model can correctly describe the current experimental data.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs at CERN has opened a new era in particle physics. For the first time in history we are sure that the breaking of the electroweak symmetry is triggered by the vacuum expectation value of a scalar field.
One thing that is still unanswered is whether there is just one or several Higgs fields.
In this paper we go through the second avenue and study the flavor effects present in the Three Higgs Doublet Model (3HDM) with cyclic flavor group Z 5 given in Ref. [1] . This particular flavor symmetry is well motivated since it is the smallest Abelian symmetry that enables the Nearest Neighbor Interaction (NNI) Yukawa textures in the quark sector of the model. Furthermore, the lepton sector of the model is completely determined by the flavor symmetry, with no right-handed neutrinos, and Majorana neutrino masses being generated radiatively through the presence of a SU(2) singlet field charged under both hypercharge and lepton number.
An important issue that any model with an extended Higgs sector must address is the existence of strong experimental constraints that both the Higgs data and, in this case, the flavor data can impose in its parameter space. The goal of this paper is to present a detailed analysis of both the Higgs and flavor sectors of the above-mentioned model and see if there are regions of the parameter space that can lead to a light scalar spectrum testable at the LHC.
The paper is organized as follows: the Higgs potential is studied in section II with special emphasis to the constraints coming from K − K mixing; the Yukawa sector is then analyzed in section III imposing the constraints coming from h → γγ and then in section IV the core results of the paper are presented showing the different contributions to the different exotic decays. Finally section V is devoted to our conclusions.
II. HIGGS POTENTIAL
In this model the Higgs sector consists of three SU(2) doublet fields denoted by H = (H, Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) and a singlet scalar field η with Y = 
. These assignments lead to NNI textures for the quarks and charged lepton Yukawa matrices, and two zeroes of texture for the neutrino mass matrix.
The Higgs potential is given by [2] 
where a = 1, 2. The terms proportional to µ 0a and µ 12 are Z 5 soft breaking terms that provide the correct electromagnetic invariant vacuum, whereas η takes care of the necessary Lepton number violation in order to generate Majorana neutrino masses (radiatively). Due to its heavy mass and small mixing, η does not play a relevant role in the phenomenology of the Higgs potential. Besides, as it was shown in [2] , the model can satisfy the strong flavor changing neutral current constraints coming from K − K mixing.
In order to obtain a stable vacuum (bounded from below) the following conditions are needed:
which are taken into account in the numerical calculation of the Higgs spectrum.
The Higgs doublet fields are expressed as:
For simplicity we assume that there is no CP violation in the Higgs sector.
A. Higgs mass matrices
The CP-even Higgs mass-squared matrix can be written as Similarly, the charged Higgs matrix is given by
where
From this mass matrix one gets the four physical states (H The CP-odd mass matrix then becomes
From this mass matrix one obtains two pseudoscalar physical states (A 1 , A 2 ) and one neutral
One can see that, if we were to decouple the scalar field H from the other Higgs doublets, it would be possible to recover a 2HDM model.
A scan of the scalar potential parameter space was performed setting all dimensionless parameters |λ| < 1 and fixing the mass of of the lightest CP even to be in the 124 − 126 GeV range. Sets of parameters were singled out that comply with K − K mixing constraints.
The plots in this paper correspond to one such set of parameter values. In Figure 1 we plot
and M A 1 (top plot). We can see a wide region where the masses are in the (quasi 
III.

YUKAWA SECTOR
The Yukawa sector of this model is given by are several points that contain an allowed region with both scenarios (a) and (b). These points will be important when we study flavor physics processes.
IV. FLAVOR CONSTRAINTS ON THE 3HDM WITH FLAVOR SYMMETRY
In this section we discuss the main flavor constraints for our model, considering scenarios where there is one SM-like Higgs boson h 0 .
A. µ − e universality in τ decays
The experimental results for τ → µν µντ , eν eντ can be quantified by . Besides, we can obtain a general allowed region from the constraint (11) . This is shown in Figure 3 . We see that the most constrained region is for the case m H
FIG. 3. Allowed region in the m
coming from the constraints of τ decays.
B. Meson decays M → ν
As discussed in [3, 4, 6] , the total leptonic decay width of a charged meson, due to the helicity suppression of the SM amplitude, is sensitive to the H + exchange. The total decay width is given by
where i, j represent the valence quarks of the meson, V ij is the relevant CKM matrix element, f M is the decay constant of the meson M , δ em denotes the electromagnetic radiative contributions, and ∆ ij is the correction that comes from new physics [4, 6] 
This new physics contribution can be a complex number (like in 2HDM-III). In this work we are interested on the analysis of the function ∆ ij for the measured heavy pseudoscalar mesons decays B → τ ν, D → µν and D s → µν, τ ν. We perform the analysis by using the expression for ∆ ub,cd,cs that corresponds to each process, and neglecting the contribution from any light quark mass (
∆ cd
All numerical values (V CKM entries, quark and meson masses) are taken from [7] . We = 300 GeV. When both charged Higgses are heavy, their contribution decouple and they can be neglected. As shown in our previous work [1] , the coupling f f φ could be modified as a consequence of the Yukawa texture, and the combination of this exotic physics with the effects of the Higgs potential, can relax the constraints for the parameter space obtained in other models with three Higgs doublets (see e.g. the "democratic 3HDM" [5] ). In this work we are interested, as mentioned above, on the possibility of having light Higgses.
In order to obtain constraints from the parameters ∆ ij , we consider the most recent experimental results. First we take the measurement from the Belle Collaboration of a 4σ signal of the branching fraction B(B − → τ −ν ) = 0.96 ± 0.026 × 10 −4 [8] , which is consistent with SM expectation. From this result we can get constraints on the parameters in equation (14) from ∆ cd . In this case the allowed parameter space is shown in Figure 5 , where we show it in the m H ≤ 250 GeV.
In Figure 6 we present the region allowed by the measurement D s → µν, τ ν in the m H In Figure 7 , considering a combination of the results shown in Figure 6 with m H ± 1 ≤ 500
GeV, we present a correlation among X 
where the polynomial coefficients a i are given in reference [6] and the factor δ 23 is determined by
In our study we consider both R(D) and R(D * ) simultaneously. Figure 8 shows the allowed 
where y and the coefficients C i are very well known and can be found in [25] .
Moreover, the BR for the inclusive radiative decay B → X s γ at the LO level is given by [23] [24] [25] [26] : is the ratio of the quark pole masses, θ(z) and κ(z)
are the phase space factor and the QCD correction for the semileptonic B decay (given in [25, 27] ). We assume that |Y a 33 | is small (e. g. |Y a 33 | < 1) as required by the low energy process Zbb [3, 15, 28] . Then, following the analysis of [3, 29] , and for 80 GeV≤ m H ± a ≤ 360
GeV, we obtain the constraints: 
Practically all points in Figure 1 avoid these bounds.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have performed a thorough analysis of the 3HDM with a Z 5 flavor symmetry paying special attention to regions of the parameter space where one can satisfy all flavor and collider constrains and at the same time having extra light states that could be discovered in the next run of the LHC.
We have identified regions with a charged Higgs H ± around 150 GeV where the contributions to different observables in the B-sector are under control. This leaves an interesting possibility to be tested at the LHC. It could be interested to further study the different signals of this light charged state.
